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OUR VISION
To be a highly effective and 
well-supported champion of the 
environment.
OUR MISSION
To implement high impact 
environmental and conservation 
projects which promote public 
participation in caring for the Earth.

WESSA EDEN Newsletter July 2017

Dear Friends of the Environment,

fthis Newsletter was commenced as the fires started raging along the Garden Route on the 7th June. As the days 
have passed, more and more sad stories have surfaced and I doubt that anyone reading this Newsletter has not been 
affected in some way. Several, to my knowledge, have lost their homes and possessions. We hope that they find 
adequate help and support in rebuilding their lives. And I am sure we all have friends who have gone through this 
“trial by fire” which has terrified us all.

We are full of admiration and thanks to those professionals who have battled the flames and given initial help and 
support as well as the open-hearted and open-handed individuals who have kept the teams going and the affected 
persons fed, watered and warm.

By the time this reaches you, most of you will have seen the devastation in the Knysna area with your own eyes. It is 
truly unbelievable and absolutely terrifying. Terrifying because there is loads more that can go the same way. (See Di 
Turner’s Crew report below).

After the devastating fires along the length of the Garden Route an article from Veld and Flora in the September 2009 
edition is highly appropriate. Please take the time to read the article which is attached:

Cobus Meiring of the Southern Cape Landowners Initiative (SCLI) says a huge concern for landowners is having to 
deal with current and future invasive aliens that will establish themselves as a result of the fires that ravaged the 
Southern Cape during the past week.

Eden fires and invasive plants
[SOUTHERN CAPE NEWS FLASH & VIDEO] 
http://www.knysnaplettherald.com/news/News/National/190560/Eden-fires-and-invasive-plants

“How no-man’s-land is now everyone’s problem“ 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0oTzK11Pm2reXVaX3NwMl9UdW8/view

SCLI is a public platform for landowners and land managers with an interest in the control 
and eradication of invasive alien plants.

SCLI is supported by the Table Mountain Fund (TMF), an associated trust of WWF SA

ARTICLE: ILSE SCHOONRAAD, GEORGE HERALD EDITOR 12:31 (GMT+2), Tue, 13 June 2017

“The substantial costs associated with eradicating invasive alien plants and the ongoing 
management of its aggressive regrowth, are daunting prospects for landowners.”
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Sadly, 2 projects that WESSA Knysna has been 
closely associated with for many years have suffered 
severe to annihilating damage through fire. The 
only positive thought is that both will be interesting 
studies on how pristine areas can recover.

Pledge Nature Reserve - Knysna

“Pledge Nature Reserve was declared in terms 
of a Provincial Government Gazette Notice of 11 
October 1991 a Local Nature Reserve and covers 
approximately 10ha and is administered by the 
Pledge Nature Reserve Trust Nowadays it is hard 
to believe that less than a century ago this green 
heart of Knysna had been reduced to a brickfield 
and thereafter used as a dumping ground, which 
sullied the once clear streams. Concerned townsfolk 
were instrumental in having the Reserve proclaimed 
and negotiated a long term lease with the Knysna 
Municipality. What followed was a concerted and 
eventually highly successful, attempt to eradicate 
alien vegetation and restore the place to its original 
natural splendour.

Extracts from facebook:-

9 June at 08:10 Nature will recover in time without 
our help, but our offices, stores and manager's home 
are gone forever, Mervyn and Maddy lost all their 
life's possessions.

12 June at 08:24 We had a walk through the reserve 
today - it is much worse than we initially thought. 
At least three quarters burnt, even in some of the 
lower lying areas. On the positive side, Mervyn has 
bravely set up office in the parking lot, and the 
fynbos section is covered with beautiful feathery 
copper coloured Protea seeds! “

www.pledgenaturereserve.org  
https://www.facebook.com/pledgenaturereserve

“As WESSA was one of the founders of Pledge, a Knysna 
WESSA Committee member has to be a trustee and also 
sit on the Management Committee. Lorna Watt did this 
for many years but handed it over to me in 2010.

The Reserve was insured and Richard Wilkinson also a 
Trustee and Chairman of the Management Committee 
was present when the assessors came last week with 
Mervyn Crous the Manager. Richard is an excellent 
businessman so has his finger on the pulse.

We had been concerned that the area around the view 
point is the endangered Knysna Sand Fynbos, which needs 
to be burnt once every 20 years or so. This was going to 
be impossible in the middle of a built up area. However 
in April the Knysna Fire services organised a contractor 
to cut a 3 metre fire break along our boundary with 
Correctional Services, who had also cut a fire break so a 
7 metre fire break was in place. This proved to be totally 
ineffective as the fire came through from the north,i.e. 
Correctional Services.

It was inspiring to see that the Watsonias were already 
starting to sprout and that all the proteas had released 
their seeds. This a sign that Pledge will rise from the ashes.

Have you seen the new logo for Knysna released by Knysna 
and Partners?

It is a phoenix rising but the phoenix is the Knysna Turaco.

There were lots of birds scrabbling around in the 
ashes under the trees. I saw a large flock of Terrestrial 
Brownbuls, an Olive Thrush, a Chorister Robin Chat, and 
much to my joy a White-starred Robin,which I knew was 
there but I had never seen it in Pledge before.”

- Pat Nurse, WESSA Knysna
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THE BRENTON BLUE BUTTERFLY RESERVE, Brenton-on-Sea

“The home of one of the rarest butterflies in the world, the Brenton 
Blue Butterfly Reserve (BBBR), the site extends over approximately 
2ha and contains a mixture of coastal fynbos and coastal forest. The 
Brenton Blue shares its home with a wide variety of other insects, as 
well as mammal and bird species.

Although the BBBR effectively came into being in early 1998, it was 
only proclaimed as a Special Nature Reserve on 4 July 2003.”

http://www.brentonblue.org.za

Knysna fires: little damage to forests

But there is hope as this article written in 2008 demonstrates......

“A rare butterfly has risen from the ashes after a devastating fire on one of the few 
heathlands where it is found, Natural England said today.

The silver-studded blue was among wildlife threatened when a five-day blaze ripped 
through Thursley National Nature Reserve, Surrey, two years ago.”

KNYSNA NEWS - Initial findings after the devastating 
fires in Knysna indicate the iconic Knysna forest was 
not affected by the fire, with only some fynbos areas 
and a tourist site burnt.

“The forest is a haven for 465 species occurring in 
the forest areas, over 22 species of amphibians, 24 
reptile species, 305 species of birds and some 42% 
of South Africa’s 290 mammal species. At least 7.1% 
of the Park’s mammals are listed as Endangered (EN) 
and 14% as Vulnerable (VU),” said Mgwadlamba,” 
said Mgwadlamba, Spokesperson for SANParks.

Areas that suffered damage were the fynbos areas 
in the Garden Route Park, Harkerville while The 
Kranshoek Viewpoint and picnic areas were gutted 
by the fires.

Full article: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1034852/Rare-butterfly-thriving-surviving-huge-habitat-fire.html

Full article : http://www.knysnaplettherald.com/news/News/General/190847/Knysna-fires-little-damage-to-forests
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So what happens now?
Knysna is feisty and declared that the Oyster festival will go ahead and they hope for record visitor numbers. And yes, 
what else does on do. Tourism is a major commercial aspect of Knysna and people need work and income...

Have a look at this article:  
http://www.tourismupdate.co.za/article/122960/
Here-s-a-novel-way-to-help-Knysna-recover-Go-
there-and-do-tourism

Here’s a novel way to help 
Knysna recover: Go there and 
‘do’ tourism
By: Tokozile Xasa 14 Jun 2017 15:13

Extract:- “This past week I learnt the people in Knysna 
are as tough and resilient as the indigenous fynbos 
that put the “garden” into the world-famous Garden 
Route. Following the devastating wildfires that led to 
tragic loss of life and extensive damage to property, 
they are resolutely mopping up and carrying on, 
declaring their town “open for business”.

Determined to pick itself up and carry on, the town 
has declared itself ready to welcome visitors, with 
almost all tourist activities fully operational. It is going 
ahead with various signature events that, every year, 
give a boost to the Knysna tourism economy in the 
traditionally slow winter season, by creating work 
and generating income for residents.

Truly their capacity for courage and reinvention is 
inspiring.

The Pick n Pay Knysna Oyster Festival from 7 to 16 
July, the Momentum Knysna Cycle Tour on 8 and 9 
July, and the Momentum Knysna Forest Marathon on 
15 July are incredible events to participate in every 
winter too, so there is much to do.”

All of the town’s upcoming events deserve to be well 
patronised and represent a golden opportunity for us 
to again rally around and wrap the Knysna community 
in a comforting embrace.”

Knysna will rise again
“The Knysna municipality has been declared a fire disaster 
following the fires that started on June 7. “Today we put 
structures in place to ensure the Knysna Disaster Fund is 
managed against clear objectives, with transparency and 
strict accountability.”

The remaining set objectives include trauma counselling, 
clean-up initiatives, alleviating environmental concerns 
and rehabilitating vegetation, business and economic 
development support.

Environmental management

Among the reasons that the fire was so devastating was 
because of the drought, shortage of water, and proliferation 
of alien vegetation, particularly wattle and eucalyptus. 
Fires generally result in an increased growth spurt of 
these invasive species, laying the seeds for an even more 
devastating fire in the future.

Programmes must be put in place to continuously remove 
and limit the new growth of alien vegetation. At the same 
time, the hillsides and dunes that have been laid bare by the 
fires need to be rehabilitated as a matter of urgency.

Should there be heavy rainfall, mud slides may be a reality. 
Consequent silting can damage the Knysna River Estuary 
and the lagoon with long-term effects on the water and 
ecosystem.”

Full article: http://www.knysnaplettherald.com/news/News/
General/190878/Knysna-will-rise-again

On a crisp sunny morning in June – WESSA supporters visited Herold Wines and after a brisk walk to Bushman 
Paintings enjoyed a delicious lunch. Thanks to Maureen and Nico for looking after us and also to Hugo Leggatt who 
gave an impromptu talk on other Bushman paintings in the area. And thanks to all who joined us over the Mountain.

Our visit to Herold Wines & walk to Bushman Paintings
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Fires have ravaged our environment, robbed us of homes, those 
meaningful and irreplaceable items that money cannot buy and in 
some cases our loved ones. This catastrophe has been looming as a 
definite “date” on the calendar of many environmental professionals 
for 10 years or more, and they all agree one culprit could be blamed 
for this. Invasive Alien Plants.

It is a well-known fact that the Garden Route is the most severely 
affected / infested area in our country in reference to alien plant 
infestation. They not only cause water shortages; drying up and 
choking our rivers; but also create an increased fire risk for many 
natural areas and inhabited neighbourhoods.

WESSA proudly presents

Saturday 29 July 2017 

Information on Invasive Alien Plants

Buffer Project Wilderness, Working for Water 
SAN Parks Wilderness Section, Garden Route National Park

Venue:  Enviro Education Centre,  Garden Route Botanical Garden,  
 Caledon Street, George.

Talk starts at 10h00, ends ca. 12H00

Join WESSA and SAN Parks and lets educate 
one another. Knowing more will assist us to 
fight this ever encroaching scourge that is 
Alien Invasive Plants.
The presentation will include something

• that indicates top species in our region to focus on

• interesting info on aliens people might not know about

• identifying features on aliens vs indigenous species that 
look similar

Free entrance – Donations welcome!
There are only a few chairs currently available so 
please bring your own camping chairs!

Sunday !! 20 Aug Tree Walk – hosted by Jenny & Stewart Herd, Karatara.

Saturday, 9 Sept  Gouritsmond Walk led by the Conservation Trust

Please diarise the upcoming WESSA Eden attractions 

led by Gabriel Scholtz, Project Manager,

To assist the botanical layman, we have compiled a leaflet giving information on the 15 most prevalent Invasive 
Alien Plants in the George area. We hope many of our readers will find this useful. (attached)
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Forthcoming Activities

Date: Wednesday, July 26  
Venue: Emmaüs, Hope Street

Louw Claasens: “The Knysna Seahorse – Survival in a Changing Environment”

Louw is Director of the Knysna Basin Project and has 
recently submitted her PhD on the Knysna Seahorse. 
She gave this presentation at our WESSA Regional 
Meeting in March and we were amazed at the insights 
that were presented. Not to be missed!

World Forestry Students Symposium: The countdown begins…!

The 45th International Forestry Students’ Symposium (IFSS 
2017) which will be hosted by the South African chapters 
of the International Forestry Students’ Associations (IFSA), 
spearheaded by Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University is 
set to attract more than 130 students from 56 countries to 
South Africa between 2 and 17 July.

The event, which is presented under the auspices of NMMU 
will commence with the Official Opening and Dialogue 
at the NMMU George Campus on Monday, 3 July. The 
Campus Principal, Prof. Quinton Johnson expressed his deep 
admiration for the excellence of our very talented Madibaz 
students who are doing amazing work in organizing the 
global symposium. He also indicated that the event presents 
the City and Eden District with a remarkable opportunity to 
introduce the Southern Cape as a premier destination for 
educational excellence and a tourism mecca for the world.

The theme for the symposium is “Forestry in a diverse 
environment: Siyaphi? (Where to from here?)” It aims 
to explore the rapidly changing nature of forestry since 
socio-economic components are becoming as important 
as the traditional biophysical components. “Landscapes 
are transforming and humanity has become a key driver of 
global change. This is relevant to the youth because forestry 

KySS -Project background

The Knysna seahorse (H. capensis Boulenger 1900) is endemic to the southern coast of South Africa and more 
specifically to only three estuaries (Knysna, Swartvlei and Keurbooms estuaries). The seahorse has become an 
iconic symbol for the community of Knysna. It has been listed as Endangered by the IUCN due to its limited range 
and habitat vulnerability (Bell et al., 2003). Other factors which contribute to its endangered status include its small 
population size as well as its vulnerability to natural and anthropogenic disturbances (Lockyear et al., 2006).

can now be explored from a wide array of angles. In the 
South African context in particular it is anticipated that 
this important forum will enable the youth to leverage 
social business models in forestry”, the local organising 
team explained.

The symposium will consist of lectures, workshops, 
seminars, educational excursions and dialogues 
throughout the event which will revolve around the main 
theme. Issues that are critical to the forestry industry 
will be debated and could include sub-themes such as: 
Forestry and the inclusion of rural areas; Mechanization 
within forestry; Land reform and tenure and how this 
affects the forestry industry; Youth involvement in 
forestry; Environmental impacts of forestry and possible 
mitigation measures; and Global warming and forestry. 
The event presents an excellent opportunity for South 
African forestry students for exposure to international 
opinions and thoughts regarding the forest industry, 
specifically regarding our local industry. The outcomes of 
the various dialogues that form part of the programme 
will be documented and published in appropriate media.

NMMU Forestry students had initiated the concept 
and design of the winning bid to host the event in 

The Knysna Seahorse Status Project was established in 2013 out of the need to re-
assess the distribution and abundance of the Knysna seahorse. The first phase of the 
project is based within Thesen Islands Marina. The study entails a detailed survey 
of the seahorse in the marina in order to understand the role newly created marina 
habitats play in the distribution of the species.

U3A Monthly General Meeting 10:00 = Tea, 10:30 = Meeting starts

Non-U3A members R10 Contact Mike: 044 620 2589.
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South Africa during the 2015 IFSS which was held in the 
Philippines. Other contenders included Australia and 
Indonesia. The IFSS 2017 Organising Committee consists 
of students from the Forestry Associations of NMMU, 
the University of Venda, Stellenbosch University, Fort Cox 
and the University of Pretoria. This will be the first time in 
the history of IFSA that this global conference (an annual 
event) will be hosted by a team of collaborating local 
chapters from one country, hence making it a truly South 
African symposium.

IFSS is an annual event that is held in conjunction with the 
General Assembly of IFSA. South African IFSA members 
have hosted IFSS every ten years since 1997 with 
Stellenbosch University hosting the event in 1997 followed 
by the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in 2007. 
In keeping with tradition NMMU students consulted their 
faculty (Science) and potential sponsors regarding the 
possibility of hosting IFSS in 2017. This consultation was 
done in 2015 - a year that marked strides in South Africa‘s 
involvement in international forest processes when the 
country hosted the prestigious World Forestry Congress. In 
addition, NMMU had hosted the preceding World Forestry 
Indaba at the George Campus in collaboration with the 
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Both 
these international events had a strong youth and student 
focus.

IFSS 2017 will provide an opportunity to showcase 
South African forestry to the world and, furthermore, to 
explore perspectives on various aspects of Sustainable 
Forest Management. The symposium connects forestry 
students worldwide and affords the participants a golden 
opportunity to learn and acquire knowledge on forestry in 
the host country. It also offers networking opportunities 
for the budding professionals and drives global visions 
for sustainable forest management, given the diversity of 
attendees from the numerous participating countries.

The programme for the upcoming two-week symposium 
commences in Cape Town and includes a tour of various 
provinces, with visits to key forestry areas, stakeholders 
and sites of cultural significance in the Eastern Cape 
(Hogsback, Fort Cox Forestry College); KZN (Cedara 
Agricultural College), with visits to industry (Mondi, 
Sappi). Visits to the Kruger National Park and Cradle of 
Human Kind are also included. The programme concludes 
in Pretoria (University of Pretoria) on 16 July, with 
international delegates scheduled for departure from the 
Oliver Tambo Airport on 17 July.

Let the countdown begin! Excited members of the 
IFSS Local Organising Committee joined by the 
NMMU George Campus Principal, Prof Quinton 
Johnson (front centre), Ms Irene Mathabela (DAFF) 
and Prof Jos Louw (back, left). The group impressed 
with their “state of readiness” report as the last 
arrangements are being put in place to host this 
much anticipated international forestry event, which 
follows barely two years after NMMU had hosted 
the World Forestry Indaba at the George Campus.

www.ifsa.net  /  www.ifss2017.wordpress.com

GARDEN ROUTE BOTANICAL GARDEN

GRBG NURSERY - THE NEW PROTEACEA AND ERICAS HAVE ARRIVED!

We know that quite a few customers ordered the lovely orange Erica cerintoides 
and the Leucadendron argenteum (Silver-bush). Quite a few of the interesting 
honey-buchu are being delivered too. These plants, and many more, will be 
available at the nursery from mid-morning, Wednesday (21 June 2017).

Bargain Water-wise Plants now available – Sale starts 21 June 2017!
Looking for tree stumps? 
Going cheap at the Bot Garden.
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Environmental updates

National Science Week (NSW), an initiative of 
the Department of Science and Technology 
(DST) is a countrywide celebration of science 
involving various stakeholders and/or role 
players conducting science-based activities 
during the week.

Now we need some really GOOD News and here it is:-

7 -12 August NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK 

Theme 2017 “Advancing Science Tourism”

Venue - Environmental Education Centre, Garden Route Botanical Garden.

National Science Week is run in all nine provinces 
simultaneously at multiple sites per province. SAASTA has 
been appointed by the DST as the implementing agency 
and play the role of the National Project Manager for the 
National Science Week.

Each year a different theme is chosen and activities are 
offered around the theme to the target audiences. The 
theme for 2017 is “Advancing Science Tourism ”.

This event is primarily for school children and is being 
organised in the Garden Route by the Botanical Garden and 
WESSA Committee members are already heavily involved 
planning presentations and activities. If you wish to offer 
your services, please contact the Botanical Garden.

The Garden Route area was declared a 
Unesco biosphere reserve on 14 June 2017

This is regarded as good news as 
the region's rich biodiversity has 
now been recognised as deserving 
conservation. This includes the 
terrestrial, coastal and marine 
ecosystems which must be reconciled 
with sustainable use practices.

The Garden Route area, extending 
from George to the Port Elizabeth 
municipal boundary, was granted 
formal recognition as a Biosphere 
Reserve by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (Unesco) on Wednesday 
14 June in Paris.

This means that there is a moral 
and legal onus on all the signatories 
to conserve the region through 
sustainable-use practices.

This decision is the result of many 
years of work by a group of dedicated 
people in the Garden Route, with the 
support of SANParks, CapeNature, 

Eastern Cape Economic 
Development, Environmental 
Affairs and Tourism, and 
the provincial and national 
departments of Environmental 
Affairs.

Cape Floristic hotspot 

The GRBR is located within the 
Cape Floristic biodiversity hotspot 
region along the southern coast 
of the country, with a total area of 
698 363 hectares and a population 
of 450 624. The area includes 
the Tsitsikamma, Goukamma 
and Robberg marine protected 
areas, Wilderness Lake Ramsar 
site, Garden Route National Park 
and two components of the Cape 
Floral Region Protected Areas 
World Heritage site: the Nelson 
Bay Cave and the Langkloof Valley.

Linked to the conservation related 
activities, the development 

objectives of the GRBR are to 
improve employment, promote 
training and entrepreneurial 
endeavours, help alleviate poverty, 
help disadvantaged communities 
to develop sustainable livelihoods 
and encourage sustainable 
biodiversity-based businesses and 
their contribution to the green 
economy on the Garden Route.

The official launch of the Garden 
Route Biosphere Reserve will take 
place later in the year.

Full article: http://www.
georgeherald.com/news/News/
General/191113/Great-honour-
for-Garden-Route

Our congratulations to Julie 
Carlisle and all those who 
contributed to this project.
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Dutch funding for biosphere reserve

SOUTHERN CAPE NEWS - ‘The Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve (GCBR) received funding for its projects from 
DOB Ecology, a foundation that was set up by a Dutch entrepreneurial family that feels strongly about ecology and 
sound, sustainable stewardship.

“DOB Ecology has approved funding of nearly R4-million for the continuation of the Jobs4Carbon (J4C) project 
at Van Wyksdorp,” said Wendy Crane, program development coordinator for the GCBR. This funding includes a 
wastewater wetlands project at De Rust, which was inaugurated on Friday last week.”

ARTICLE: TISHA STEYN George Herald 08:03 , Sun, 18 June 2017

Full article : http://www.georgeherald.com/news/News/General/190725/Dutch-funding-for-biosphere-reserve

As you may or may not know Karoo is a severely 
water stressed area and as mentioned above, 
fracking requires huge amounts of water in 
addition to which they also need to inject 
displacement and cracking chemicals deep into 
the earth to pressure the shale gas out. This 
represents immense risk to the people of the 
Karoo as their long term water sources and 
thus viability immediately come under stress. 
Logically speaking it boggles the mind as to how 
fracking in any form could be allowed in the 
region but this is really where the story begins.”

Full article : http://www.motherchannel.com/
karoo-fracking-disaster

Jonathan Deal Interview – 
Karoo a Fracking Disaster
“Fracking is the process of drilling down into 
the earth before a high-pressure water mixture 
is directed at the rock to release the gas inside. 
Water, sand and chemicals are injected into 
the rock at high pressure which allows the gas 
to flow out to the head of the well. This is of 
course the basis for fracking but also the root of 
the problem in the Karoo.

CREW Outramps News

Extract: “This particular measurement of wind is used in 
sailing parlance. Force 8 is the equivalent of about 80kms/
hr and that’s what hit us as we gained altitude at De Hoek 
in the Swartberg last Friday. The north-westerly gales that 
pounded the Southern Cape last week were more like Force 
9 or 10. The combination of these terrifying winds and the 
aliens that have been allowed to swallow up the Southern 
Cape, are the reasons why the devastating fires caused 
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Post Fire Diosma (still to be) Reserve, Mossel Bay  
– by Sandra Falanga

such wholesale damage to lives and property, 
unprecedented in our recent history. And it will 
happen again, if the Pines, Black Wattle, Hakea 
and Bluegums are allowed to continue taking 
over our environment. The combination of 
drought conditions, unbridled alien spread and 
strong winds is an accident waiting to happen. If 
we are to survive, we have no other option than 
to rid the Southern Cape of aliens and quickly, 
otherwise the disasters of last week will become 
commonplace events.

Just think about a 90/100km North Westerly 
wind driving a fire through the Bluegums 
on the western side of Fancourt: There goes 
Oaklands Bridge, Heatherpark and King George, 
the degraded forests east of Witfontein: 

Heatherlands, Glenbarrie, Denneoord, the alien 
infested area east and west of the Garden Route 
Dam: Bergsig, Eden, George East, Glenwood, Lavallia, 
Saasveld, Woodifield Strawberry Hill.

The Blitz Black Wattle patch below Clairwood: 
Wilderness Heights, Wilderness, Hoekwil.

Cloud 9 is surrounded by aliens and will take out 
Sedgefield in a bergwind.

It will make the Knysna fires look like a Sunday 
morning picnic. To go Biblical, “Heed this wake-up call 
or prepare to perish!!”” 

- Di Turner,  
  Outramps CREW Group    
  Southern Cape

The Cape’s Angry Earth storm arrived in Mossel Bay, 
announced its Wednesday 7th June presence by popping a 
fire in a clump of gums in Heiderand and razed its way across 
the Diosma reserve, then enforcing evacuation of the suburb 
and some estates. Being a bit of a peninsula the NW flew into 
the ocean thereafter!

The reserve is sand and burnt sticks ‘woes & leeg’, leaving it 
vulnerable to all kinds of human recreation and abuse.

During a way forward meeting this week with an incredibly 
helpful Mossel Bay Municipality the next steps are:

• Best practise ways to eradicate the gums to be explored 
for the Municiplaity to take action.

• The now very visible building rubble to be removed with 
care. Quotes on their way, funding to be found.

• Options for appropriate barriers or fencing and costing 
costing in order to keep sand harvesters and humans on 
harmful wheels out. Funding for this.

• Creating a ‘Friends of the Diosma Reserve’ group. 
Contact me if you wish to join and can contribute 
constructively. Funding assistance would be spectacularly 
welcome.

Contact Sandra Falanga  sandrafalanga@gmail.com 

This is the only patch on earth where the reseeding and 
Critically Rare Diosma aristata grows. A few plants survived 
on the Pinnacle Point estate. Dr AnneLise Schutte-Vlok says 
the last burns in the reserve were 11 and 12 years ago. It 
would be absolutely critical that no fire passes through 
recovering vegetation before a seed setting of mature 
Diosma plants.
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www.wessa.org.za

As always, feel free to forward to others. And as always, all errors are entirely mine!

If you wish to unsubscribe – just let me know.

Honorary Secretary WESSA EDEN

044 873 4203 086 646 5458
wessageorge@isat.co.za

www.facebook.com/wessa.eden

Commercials

SAN ECOSYSTEMS facilitated by Nicola Schwim is hosting a 
short three day course on :

Ecological Intelligence and Global 
Environmental Issues & Effects
11, 12, 13th July 2017 (9am – 15pm)

***SHORT COURSE 3 Days – George***

INTRODUCTION: Ecosystems and Ecology, Biodiversity for Development, Ecological Intelligence

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Human Over population, Climate Change & Global Warming, Hydrological 
Alterations, Intensive Farming, Land Use & Land Use Policy, Nanotechnology, Nuclear Issues, Air Pollution, Water 
Pollution, Ocean Trash, Soil Pollution, Consumerism, Genetic Engineering, Natural Resource Depletion, Fossil Fuels, 
Species Depletion & Extinction, Fracking and Habitatat Degradation.

While the information is intense, the course is offered in a homely setting with maximum 5 participants to create an 
open discussion platform of learning and interaction in a relaxed environment that is memorable and impacting.

COURSE COST: R1500pp 

Includes a 286pg Module, Tea 
and Coffee and light finger 
snacks.

A portion of the proceeds will 
be donated to WESSA - Eden

For more information  
please contact  
admin@san-ecosystems.co.za


